Toyota 4runner brake line diagram

Remember Me? Site Navigation. Pre-bent or DIY what's the specs? Hard Brake Line
Replacement. The front and rear hard brake lines are getting pretty rusty on my 3rd gen
4Runner so I would like to replace them. I am just wondering if there are any online stores that
you guys know of that sell pre-bent lines for an easy replacement? I also don't mind bending
them myself, but it's a bit hard trying to find the right generic lines here since most lines are in
imperial. Does anyone know what the right thread specs to look for with these lines? I am
assuming they are metric lines. I am in Canada btw. No point going to the junkyard to get used
lines because they are likely rusted as well. I just bent my own, I got the steel lines at Oreily not
sure if you have them in Canada? Originally Posted by t4r4life. I bought mine from an online
dealer since they weren't that expensive. I didn't replace ALL the brake lines though, just the
outermost hard lines. In addition to the thread size M10x1 , what do I look for in regards to the
flare? Just something that says Japanese? Strangely, there was no mention of the connector
thread measurements, nor the flare angle. Am I just too picky, or should the standards be pretty
consistent? I know that I bought my flaring tool from AutoZone, and it works perfectly. It has the
mounts that you need in order to get the different size lines in there, and a little red, almost
giant punch looking thing that has a bracket on it. I also bought a bender, and went to the
Pull-A-part and got as many fittings as I could, because I'm going to be doing an ABS delete; as
in getting rid of the pump and all. Cost me like 25 bucks for 20 feet or something like that The
"Summer of Decision. I bought new fuel and brake lines through toyota for my Not too bad. That
was for ALL the lines. See if you can find a 25' roll of This Stuff. We use it at work. It bends with
ease and outlast plain steel line any day of the week. You will have to get fittings, unions, and
probably a flair tool. PDF sales flyer. Originally Posted by Doc Member's Picture Albums.
Slightly off topic but what is the benifit of even disabling the abs in these trucks? Originally
Posted by Robb What is the benefit of deleting the ABS entirely? Can't you just disable it by
pulling the fuse? Originally Posted by Steve Bumping this thread, I haven't gotten around to
replacing my lines yet. I want to order the lines, but dont want to have to take apart my current
lines to figure out the sizing. Also, are there suitable flex lines that can be ordered with custom
lengths? That would make it easier in not having to bend them. All the flex lines I see seem to
be as a rubber line replacement, and not to replace the hard lines. BB code is On. Smilies are
On. Forum Rules. All times are GMT The time now is AM. All company, product, or service
names references in this web site are used for identification purposes only and may be
trademarks of their respective owners. Toyota - 4Runner. Join us now! Mark Forums Read. User
Tag List. Page 1 of 3. Thread Tools. Rate Thread. Join Date: Jan Posts: View Public Profile. Find
More Posts by nobb. Fishwerks Senior Member. Why not just go through Toyota? Find More
Posts by Fishwerks. Mauzer Member. Find More Posts by Mauzer. Nelsonmd Senior Member.
Find More Posts by Nelsonmd. Doc Senior Member. Find More Posts by Doc Find More Posts by
cfranck1. Find More Posts by cdrewferd. Robb Member. Find More Posts by Robb Steve
Member. Find More Posts by Steve Posting Rules. Similar Threads. WTB: Rear axle hard brake
line 3rd gen. Pinched hard rear brake line. User Name: Password: Remember Me? Not a member
yet? Register Now! Become a Sponsor. Make sure to replace each part properly. Improper
installation or repair could affect the performance of the brake system and cause a driving
hazard. Refer to the diagram below to confirm the locations and tightening torque of the flexible
hoses and brake tubes. Garage door opener The garage door opener can be programmed to
operate garage doors, gates, entry doors, door locks, home lighting systems, security systems,
and other devices. DTC No. Since the brake line is one of the critical safety-related parts, be
sure to disassemble the components if a brake fluid leak is found. If any abnormality is found,
replace the component with a new one. When removing brake components, cover the brake
tube connections to prevent foreign matter such as dust or dirt from entering the tubes. Do not
damage or deform the brake tubes when removing or installing them. When installing a brake
tube or flexible hose, make sure that it is not twisted or bent. If the fitting of the flexible hose
does not match the groove on the bracket, twist the hose slightly to insert it. Flexible hoses
must be free from absorber oil, grease, etc. When installing a brake tube to a plastic clamp,
make sure that the brake tube is not loose or pinched. Do not reuse a clip removed from a
flexible hose. After installing a brake tube or flexible hose, make sure that it does not interfere
with any other components. Do not allow brake fluid to adhere to any painted surface such as
the vehicle body. If brake fluid leaks onto any painted surface, immediately wash it off. Follow
these procedures when disconnecting the flexible hose and brake tube. Hold the flexible hose
with a wrench. Using a union nut wrench, disconnect the brake tube without deforming the tube.
Using a union nut wrench, connect the brake tube without deforming the tube. Install a new clip.
Connect the brake tubes to the 2-way and temporarily install the flare nuts of the brake tubes.
Support the 2-way to prevent deformation to the brake tubes and install the bolt to fix the 2-way
to the frame. Support the 2-way to prevent deformation to the brake tubes and tighten the flare

nuts of the brake tubes to the torque specification with a union nut wrench. Connect the clamp
to the brake tubes and 2-way with the 2 bolts. Bleed air while addin Brake Master Cylinder Other
materials about Toyota 4Runner: Garage door opener The garage door opener can be
programmed to operate garage doors, gates, entry doors, door locks, home lighting systems,
security systems, and other devices. Toyota Drain Plug. Toyota Lug Nuts. Toyota Brake Pad
Set. Toyota Brake Disc. Toyota Wheel Bearing. Toyota Wheel Stud. Toyota Ball Joint. Toyota
Backing Plate. Toyota Emblem. Toyota Seat Belt. Toyota Gas Cap. Toyota Door Handle. Toyota
Door Lock. Toyota Sun Visor. Toyota Throttle Cable. Toyota Car Key. Toyota Drain Plug Washer.
Toyota Spark Plug. Toyota Oil Filter. Toyota Air Filter. Toyota Drive Belt. Toyota Ignition Coil.
Toyota Alternator. Toyota Radiator. Toyota Wiper Blade. Toyota Fog Light Bulb. Toyota Oxygen
Sensor. Toyota Cabin Air Filter. Toyota Headlight Bulb. Toyota Headlight. Toyota Engine Control
Module. Toyota Wiper Arm. Toyota Running Boards. Toyota License Plate Frame. Toyota Roof
Rack. Toyota Paint Protection Film. Toyota Fog Lights. Toyota Tow Hitch. Toyota Graphics.
Toyota Spare Tire Cover. Toyota Floor Mats. Toyota Seat Cover. Toyota Shift Knob. Toyota
Cargo Net. Toyota Floor Liners. Toyota Cargo Cover. Toyota Door Sill Protectors. Toyota Cargo
Liner. Toyota Radiator Cap. Toyota Wheels. Toyota Key Finder. Toyota Armrest. Toyota
Supercharger. Toyota Brake Pads. Toyota Wheel Covers. Toyota Camper Shell. Toyota Brakes.
Toyota Bed Extender. Toyota Exhaust. Toyota Tonneau Cover. Toyota Wheel Locks. Toyota
Bike Rack. Shop for Toyota Parts. Other Popular Toyota Accessories. About Toyota Toyota
Motor Corporation was established by Kiichiro Toyoda in , as a spinoff from his father's
company Toyota Industries to create automobiles. However, the company had begun its auto
manufacturing three years earlier. In , it created its first engine, the Type A engine, and, in , its
first passenger car, the Toyota AA. Today, the company has ranked among the world's largest
automobile manufacturers. It first entered the U. The Corolla, Toyota's iconic model, achieved
the company a competitive rival against the lumbering American cars in the s oil crisis. In an
effort to cater to the U. Besides, Toyota saw that what the consumer wanted is innovative
technology. The company leads the forefront of green technology with its Prius, which is
recognized as one of the world's best-selling car. As the market awareness increased, the
dealers began to find ways to improve the Toyota parts and accessories online presence. Get
the OEM parts to make your vehicle run at its peak. Featured Toyota Models. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by
Backinblack03 , Aug 29, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are
currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Quick
Links: Need help to find 3rd gen 4runner heater control knobs Longer shocks?? Motive Power
Brake Bleeder O2 sensor lead too short? Differential oil How to run the coaxial cable in an 04
double cab. Brake proportioning valve replacement and lines leading to Post Reply. If this
doesn't scare you, I don't know what will! Anyway, this obviously needs replacement before
something bad happens. The lower hard line on the right is pretty ripe, so I'm going to need to
attack that as well. Does anyone have a plumbing diagram for our braking system? I'm almost
thinking about getting the manual valve and mounting it in the cab instead of replacing this
expensive buggar. What lines go to where? Obviously I can see the line that goes to the rear
axle, but there appear to be three others attached to the valve Anyone have experience with this
mess? Backinblack03 , Aug 29, Hope your frame doesn't look half as bad as that.. As far as the
lines go I would just track them back to the cab area and see from there. If the line is only bad
near that fitting I would just cut it a ways back and add a union with new line and fitting running
the the BPV. YourPly-Bud , Aug 29, I know that the top line going into your LSPV valve that
comes from the front on the truck is the pressure line that eventually feeds down to the splitter
on the back axle that then Leeds to the two rear brake drums. The bottom line that comes from
the front of the truck is just a feedback line. If you get rid of it, you can but you will need to plug
off that line, or where the line feeds from the front of the truck, you could feed a new line up to a
Manuel valve in the engine compartment. I hope that helps! Trbomx6gt likes this. What this
valve does is proportionally adjust the rear brakes to what you are carrying in the bed. If you
want to replace it by a new on, it is quite pricey The upper line is the inlet of the valve and the
lower line is a return line that sends excess brake fluid and pressure back to the front brakes.
Then the line on the top of the valve, facing the differential is the outlet, sending the fluid to a
splitter on the axle, that then sends brake fluid to both wheels You can get rid of this valve by
connecting the upper line to the rubber line above the differential that goes to the splitter and
plugging, or removing the lower line, as it is no longer needed comes from a splitter located
inside the driver's side wheel well Then you can leave it like that or, as you said, add a manually
adjustable proportional valve. Though I think it would be better by the master cylinder, and not
inside the cab, because you won't need to extend and insert brake lines into the cab. Just put it
right at the master cylinder's outlet for the rear brake line. Just ordered a complete valve

assembly used on ebay! All of the rest of the steel lines look decent at the flare fittings.
Obviously I can't see inside the plastic sleeves, but I don't see any signs of damage anywhere,
so I'll probably cut the lines in the middle of the frame where it's easiest to work on, and splice
with a union. Nice that you managed to get a used one through ebay , but I wouldn't have done
this, if it were me. Actually, this system is crap. Good idea on paper, but not so much when put
on trucks. Mainly because it actually links both the front and rear brake circuits through this
valve. So if there is a malfunction, the valve jams, or whatever, it can cause problems for the
operation of both your front and rear brakes much more common to see rear brakes failing,
because of this valve, but there have been cases of front brakes being affected too. Also, in
case of a leak on the valve, or on any of the brake lines or components , you will lose ALL of
your brake fluid, depriving you of brakes. When you bypass this valve or go with a manual one ,
you actually isolate both circuits, eliminating this possibility. If you have a leak, you still have
your front or your rear brakes as backup, depending on where the leak is unless you have a leak
on both circuits, which would be very bad, haha. If you look on modern cars, like newer
tacomas, you don't see these valves anymore, because it wasn't this great of a system Anyway,
you already bought it, so it's a bit too late to tell you all this, but I hope it works out good for you
About the copper lines, ever seen cars with copper brakes lines? No, because copper is a soft
metal, not good for use with lines through which a pressurized fluid runs. The pressure in a
brake system can actually be quite high, much more than people might think. You need steel
lines, as they can withstand high pressure. If you are worried about rust, I think stainless brake
lines exist Don't forget to bleed your brakes after this. The order is: valve rear passenger rear
driver front passenger front driver Good luck. Cupro Nickel line or copper nickel as its also
called is actually great for brake lines. It's really nice to work with as it bends smoothly and
easier than steel, and won't rust. It's also purpose built for brake systems so I don't think
pressure would be an issue. I would use it on my truck without a second thought. Good luck
with flaring used old steel lines most often they crack from being old and brittle. Wyoming09 ,
Aug 30, GQ likes this. Compression fittings are a no-go for inspection around here. Using flared
unions. There are a few pre-made cupronickel kits available online, and I may go that route so I
don't have to buy a double reverse flare tool that I'm hoping I won't need again I can't tell with all
that rust Last edited: Sep 5, Backinblack03 , Aug 31, Looks bad, but I will bet the internals are in
better shape At least I hope. My Haynes manual has the tube routing for the brake system. If you
happen to have one, you may check there. NM Lance , Aug 31, Anyone know what the thread is
for the brake line nuts? Still procuring parts Backinblack03 , Sep 5, Looks like I have all my
parts finally. Changed out the parking brake bellcranks already, so I'm now good there. Brake
line surgery begins Friday evening! Backinblack03 , Sep 14, What a shitshow Had to cut the
center hose to get the fitting bracket out. Those 4 bolts holding the valve bracket to the frame
fought me ALL the way out. And the way the pivot ears failed, the valve would have been
completely closed for the rear brakes, which is why I've had no rear brakes for the last year!!!
Just about half way there! Done for the night though. I'm spent Backinblack03 , Sep 16, Is there
a write up on how to eliminate the BPV? I'd like to get rid of mine. There is, depends if you pull
things in the bed of your truck often or tow quite a bit, if so you should have the valve there or
put a manual one somewhere. If you do not do any of this very much at all then yes you can get
rid of it. The top brake line that comes from the front of the truck, connect that to the flex line
that Leeds to a splitter that goes to the rear drums. The bottom line that goes into the valve also
come from the front of the truck you can remove and look into the drivers side front wheel well
and you will see where that connect there from another splitter. Take off that whole line and
plug it off. Then bleed your brakes rear pass, rear driver, front pass, front driver. I hope this
helps. You are very welcome. Dalandser , Sep 16, GQ , underaroof , Lazy Taco and 4 others like
this. Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Backcountry Adventures: Northern California. Lubegard
Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by the OE car
company. Code 3RZFE. Energy Suspension 9. Username or email address: Do you already have
an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?
Discussion in ' 1st Gen. Tacomas ' started by StAndrew , May 29, Log in or Sign up. Tacoma
World. Welcome to Tacoma World! You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you
need to register for a FREE account. Will these fit our trucks? Retrofit headlights on 96 Rear
bumper mounting bracket? Good Beginning Welder? Headlight Housing - Replacement?
Bed-liner fender flares? Post Reply. Typical stuff. Ive been saving these links to a. Its been
growing and i figured I might as well share. If anyone has a link they want to share, Ill include it
in this post. All most of these links helped me one way or another. Last edited by a moderator:
Dec 2, StAndrew , May 29, AJ , kskin , king collard and 39 others like this. Very cool thread idea
man.. This is cool. I realize that most of the links you've listed is not TW. There is already a
section for DIYs and tips on here. BatteredTaco likes this. Didnt see that thread. I added it to my

post as well, however Im trying to focus primarily on Gen 1 Tacoma's. StAndrew , May 30, Brie
likes this. Uses the same reference diagrams as toyotapartszone. Manlaan , May 30, Thanks,
updated. StAndrew , Jun 1, StAndrew , Jun 21, Gr8WhiteTaco , Jun 21, MOD: plz make this a
sticky. PurpleRain likes this. StAndrew , Jun 26, Water pump replacement 3. Janster , Jun 26,
Awesome, thanks! Reformated for easier use. StAndrew , Aug 3, Joined: Nov 11, Member:
Messages: 37, Two lying things: 1. I suggest that "1st Gen" be inserted at the beginning of
thread title. I suggest that we request it be added to the Mods and Tutorials Nav Button, so it is
as easy as possible to find especially for noobs. I suggest it be stickied under 1st gen forum. I
suggest that the mods do this now Hello, is there a mod in the house? I suggest you get mad
props. This is sorely needed. It takes effort, good job! BatteredTaco and Brie like this. This is
one of the most useful, helpful threads to come along in some time. Please make it more visible.
Digiratus , Aug 3, StAndrew, hope you don't mind, but I grabbed the thread by the, uh, string
and PMd the mods and issued our demands Full props to the Saint! Great site contribution! And
thanks to TcBob and Tacomaman06 for anointing your thread with the high honor it deserves!
Now we all have to send StAndrew future goodies so he can add to the wealth in post 1. Thanks
man! Though the props should be given to those writing the articles. Its not much trouble on me
to put links into a thread. Please post any other links here or PM me and Ill get them added.
StAndrew , Aug 5, Show Ignored Content. Tacomas Backcountry Adventures: Northern
California. Lubegard Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant, 10 oz. It is not created or sold by
the OE car company. Code 3RZFE. Energy Suspension 9. Username or email address: Do you
already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your
password? These brake lines are DOT approved, compatible with all brake fluids, feature a
five-layer stainless steel brake hose, and are Kevlar reinforced. They also contain a Teflon inner
core to minimize internal friction and volumetric expansion. They are a one-piece design with
steel fittings shipped with washers and brackets. These brake lines add quite a bit of travel.
Eventually, we are going to the Metal Tech long travel spring in the rear so I wanted to be
prepared with these brake lines. These lines are more durable than the factory installed lines
offering a stronger soft line and protection from breakage. They are also supposed to give you a
firmer brake pedal feel which is debatable. If you have a second person, actually removing and
reinstalling the lines as well as bleeding the brakes will go a little smoother. Start by jacking the
truck, remove your rear tires along with the spare tire to give you more room to work
underneath. Using pliers or bent nose pliers, remove the four silver brackets that are holding
the soft brake lines in place. This is where two people come into play. If you have two people,
one guy can plug the leakage while another guy swaps in the new line. You need a 15mm to
remove the old line. Combine this with a flare nut metric wrench set like this one over the top of
the line which is in a tricky spot on top of the lines. A set of four hands does help with this
install. While your second person is holding the brake line closed, you can quickly slip on the
new brake line and tighten it down. Repeat this on both ends of the soft lines connecting to the
hard lines. In the picture above, you can see how stretched out our factory brake lines were. At
full droop, they were hyper-extended and on the edge of failure. We found that you can either
utilize one of the two, but not both. Either the brackets or the washers. We ended up using the
factory brake line brackets to hold the braided lines in place. They were snug as a bug in a rug.
It took us a few minutes to realize this. On many trucks, you need to pump the brake pedal or
create a vacuum in the bleeder valve in order for the brake fluid to pressurize through the
system. To bleed your brakes properly on the 4Runner, you need to turn your ignition on and
then pump the brakes. The computer will then pressurize the system for you and ultimately
bleed the brakes as long as you have the bleeder valve open. Having two people will give you a
leg up here. Everything about the install process was pretty simple, though. Make sure to grab
some extra brake fluid, wear eye protection, and ensure that you have the right tools for the job,
like a set of metric flare nut wrenches. The latest in new 4Runner parts, products and gear. You
also get a leg up on vendor specials, free gear, giveaway notifications, and more. Our newsletter
is pretty much the best thing you'll ever read! Hey Brenan, are front extended brake lines
needed? What is your experience? I have overland ICON 3 inch spring in rear and I do not carry
a lots of weight in the rear no steel rear bumper. Now my truck rear handles little different. Icon
stage 2 rear shocks are rated at 3inch, not sure if it is panhandle bar that is causing this
stiffness or break lines when I go over smaller uneven terrain. The truck rear shakes a bit. I have
a more responsive feeling on the brake pedal for sure. However, with aftermarket brakes, that
feeling of responsiveness could be a combination of both steel lines and new brakes. I feel like
the steel lines help increase the responsiveness. Aftermarket brakes and the stainless steel
lines are a good combination for enhanced responsiveness. Why Extended Brake lines? If you
are long travel or going long travel, consider extending your brake lines. Locate Brake Lines
Remove Metal clip brackets Using pliers or bent nose pliers, remove the four silver brackets

that are holding the soft brake lines in place. Re-Connecting the Brackets? Bleeding the brake
lines To ensure you have no air in your brake lines after your install, you need to bleed your
brakes. We initially thought that a traditional brake bleed was in order. Conclusion Having two
people will give you a leg up here. Hope this helps someone out there looking to extend those
lines. Questions or Comments? Leave them below! Love the 4Runner Lifestyle? I like Toyota's,
exploring remote locations, taking photos, cooking, camping, wheeling, and a good bowl of
ramen If you have any questions or comments, please Notify of. Inline Feedbacks. September 8,
am. April 22, am. November 22, am. March 1, am. Did you feel any significant pedal feel after the
brake line replacement? Brenan - Trail4R. March 1, pm. Start typing and press Enter to search.
Your Email. Our content is pretty fire! We will never spam your inbox or sell your data. When
you make purchases through links on this site, The Track Ahead may earn an affiliate
commission. Also, these posts are based off my own experiences. I am not responsible for any
action you take as a result of reading this. Learn More. This can lead to symptoms as minor as
uneven brake pressure while depressing the brake pedal, to something more extreme such as
the brake caliper completely seizing up. The process for replacing the brake calipers is not
difficult, nor is it time consuming. What is difficult, is the gathering of information and parts for
the brake caliper replacement. The rear calipers are the same size no matter what trim you have.
The dust shield needs to be changed out or trimmed at your own risk in order to have the larger
rotors fit. Brake pads are the same size no matter which trim you have. For this project, I
replaced all of my brake calipers with aftermarket calipers due to the significantly lower price
compared to OEM. I chose to replace these brake hoses since I was already doing the calipers.
These brake hoses can overheat over time and cause the rubber to stretch. With time, this can
lead to softer feeling brakes. I chose to go with aftermarket hoses from RockAuto. These are the
hard brake lines that connect directly between the front caliper and the flexible brake hose. For
the diagram they do have, it is limited to only some parts of the brake system. Here you can see
a complete parts diagram of the braking system on a Toyota 4Runner. Either one works fine, I
think it works best to use the caliper lube as it provides a nice even lubricating coat all over the
components. However, the grease comes with a brush attached to the cap, which makes it easy
to brush on the brake hardware. This is used on the caliper mounting bolts to ensure that they
stay bolted tight after re-installation. With so much vibration on these brake components, it is
critical to use Threadlocker as an extra safeguard against the bolt loosening up on its own. A
word of caution: do not use Red Threadlocker on these bolts. Red Threadlocker is higher
strength and requires heat for removal. The ideal one to use here is medium strength Blue
Threadlocker. This is very useful for any corroded or rusted hardware, but in this case I found it
very helpful on the hard brake lines. With the brake line nuts being so soft already and prone to
stripping, spraying some of this penetrating fluid helps to break the hardware loose. Start by
jacking up the car properly and placing the vehicle on jack stands. If only raising the front or the
back of the vehicle, make sure to chock the wheels to keep the car from rolling. Remove all
wheels and set them aside. I started with the front brake calipers. Begin disassembling the
hardware by removing the c-clips, anti-rattle clip m-shaped clip , guide pins, tension clips, and
brake pads. Prior to un-bolting and removing the brake caliper, it is best to break loose and
remove the brake line bolts. Depending on which lines you plan to replace if any , you need to
use a combination wrench to break loose any nuts that are attached to the lines you plan to
replace. Penetrating oil will be useful in loosening any hardware, which can reduce the chance
of stripping of the hardware. These nuts tend to be made of softer metal and strip very easily.
Using an adjustable wrench will increase the chance of stripping the nut, so avoid it if possible.
In the above photos, you can see how there is a hard brake line attaching the brake caliper to
the flexible rubber brake hose. The rubber brake hose then attaches to another hard brake line.
All of these lines are secured to brackets along the way with c-clips to hold them in place. Undo
all of the brake line nuts and block off the brake line. I used one of those small Ziploc pill bags
any kind of bag will do and wrapped it around the brake line opening. I then took a rubber band
and wrapped it around the bag as tight as I could. Proceed with removing all brake lines that
you intend on changing out. The brake lines are all held in place with flat c-clips. These clips
can be removed by wedging a flat head screwdriver between the lip of the clip and the hose,
then working the screwdriver back and forth to dislodge the clip. Then use a ratchet and 17mm
socket to loosen and remove the two caliper mounting bolts. A breaker bar works wonders here.
Here is the caliper, brake hose, and hard brake line removed. Pads and hardware are all
removed as well. Verify that the parts you are using are the correct ones for the right location.
You can choose to install the brake pads, pins and clips into the caliper now, or you can choose
to install them after the brake caliper has been mounted. Both methods have their pros and
cons, but both ways still work. If you install the pads, pins, and clips now, then you will have a
bit of difficulty with holding the pads apart while fitting the brake pads and caliper over the rotor

during mounting of the caliper. There is usually a plastic cap on the new brake caliper that
protects the hole where the hard brake line enters. I use needle-nose pliers to grab the edge and
turn counter-clockwise the cap is threaded into the hole. Prior to installing the caliper mounting
bolts, make sure to use some blue threadlocker on the threads. Fit the new brake caliper over
the rotor and line up the caliper mounting holes of the brake caliper with the holes on the
steering knuckle. Torque down the brake caliper mounting bolts to the proper torque. On my
Toyota 4Runner, the front needs to be torqued down to 91 ft-lbs. Reinstall the new brake hose
and hard brake lines. I had to replace my hard brake lines because my existing ones had
stripped threads. My experience with this hard line is that it might be better to tighten the nuts
on both ends of the hard line before mounting the brake caliper. If you mount the brake caliper
first, and then try to bend the hard line into place while tightening the nut at the same time,
there is a higher chance of stripping the threaded nut. You can install the rest of the brake pads
and caliper guide pins and clips at this point if you did not install them previously. The parts
may look a bit different from the front, but in terms of hardware, everything is almost the same.
The brake caliper is still mounted to the knuckle with two caliper mounting bolts, however the
brake lines look a bit different from the ones on the front caliper. Then use a box wrench to
loosen, but be careful as it is quite easy to strip these nuts. Break loose all nuts while the
caliper is mounted to make things easier as it is more difficult to loosen these parts when the
caliper is not mounted. There is also a bolt that mounts the brake line to the caliper that needs
to be broken loose if you plan to replace the portion of brake line from the caliper to the hard
brake line. Otherwise, this can stay in place and the only part that needs to be removed is the
transition between the rubber line and the hard line pictured below. Remove the brake line and
use something to keep brake fluid from continuously flowing out. Again, I used a small Ziploc
bag and tied a rubber band around the tip to mitigate brake fluid from getting all over the place.
If you plan to replace the rubber hose that exits the rear brake caliper, then install this onto the
new brake caliper. On my Toyota 4Runner, the rear needs to be torqued down to 65 ft-lbs. I
usually give the brake rotors a spray down of brake fluid to clean up any remaining dirt and
grease. Now that all the the brake calipers and lines if you opted to do those as well are
replaced, there is air in the hydraulic brake system. This air was introduced into the system
when the closed hydraulic system was opened during the caliper replacement. A brake bleed
now needs to be performed in order to purge all of that air out of the system in order to ensure
maximum braking operation. If you plan to do this yourself, you can check out this post. Scott
enjoys fixing and improving cars, motorcycles, and his home in his spare time. He does his best
to transcribe his journ
85 f150 brake ground
jeep cherokee engine bay
2005 express 2500
ey as he navigates across unknown territory, finds himself in peculiar predicaments, and
figures out how things work in the process. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Lam â€” Thank you for this awesome write up. Very detailed
and very helpful. You are the MAN! Simply for the work you put in on creating this awesome
site, I am going to do all i can to purchase my items through you website and ill post a link to
your site on the signature of my T4R. Great write up! Please consider subscribing. You won't
receive any spam, only an email notifying you whenever a new post is published. The Track
Ahead. Scott Lam Scott enjoys fixing and improving cars, motorcycles, and his home in his
spare time. View Post. Notify of. Oldest Newest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. Michael Bedo.
Would you know the thread size on the rear caliper slide bolts? View Replies 1. Stanley
Edouard. Edgar Morillo. Last edited 8 months ago by Edgar Morillo. Search for: Search.

